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SAGE PROJECTS is pleased to present this all new body of work by Los Angeles based emerging artist Jess Black. This 
exhibition seeks to communicate and explore tendencies toward divided attention of the contemporary mind, while cultivating 
awareness of one’s own engagement with this modern day disposition. 

Self-imposed deluge by stimuli on a daily basis is commonplace today. From the moment we open our eyes to the time we close 
them, we are continuously focused on responsibilities yet distracted by the many drivers successfully winning our attention. 
Whether pop culture, world events, clever marketing campaigns, or the inescapable media, the lot of us stand in a perpetually 
fragmented state of mind. Argued as positive by some while deemed negative by others, one cannot refute what intriguing 
implications this new mental framework could engineer. 

This nouveau existence, or timely disorder of sorts, breeds a new sort of thinking which has altogether magnetic results. Defying 
convention through his process, Black creates paintings based upon a singular feeling in any given moment - unapologetic, and 
without regard to what is commonplace or deemed “popular” in the contemporary market today. This organic process yields vastly 
nonuniform segments of work - idiosyncratic and bold in composition - which could easily appear as if they were created by 
different artists altogether. In the same way that our contemporary lives are constantly being uploaded, updated, reworked, and 
reexperienced, so too, does the artist and his work go through an uncertain process from conception to construction - until final 
culmination. 

This exhibition is on view through August 14th at Gateway Gallery inside the Cooper Design Space, Downtown LA, seven days a 
week. Walk through appointments with artist or curator are available.  For further information or for press enquiries, please 

contact Shanoa Garcia at +1.310.633.1737  or Shanoa@SAGE-projects.com.                   
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